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Abstract
Background: Poor housing condition is one of the major public health concerns in many developing nations due to its association with the health status.
Objectives: To determine the size of traditional "Tukul" by altitudinal zone in rural communities.
Methods: During a census enumeration 5113 rural housing units were physically assessed. Axis, radius, and wall height were measured to the nearest centimeter by trained enumerators using a tape meter.
Results: The mean (±SD) values of axis, radius, and wall height were found to be as 537.92cm (±84.88), 329.43cm (±64.81), and 236.38cm (±22.65), respectively. The mean (±SD) space for floor area was 35.43 (13.72)m² and space by indoor volume was 123.42 (60.26)m³ per habitable "Tukul". According to the WHO literatures for a dwelling units, about 85% of the "Tukuls" in a rural area are crowded and far behind to satisfy the physiological needs of a resident. Nearly 95% of housing units had only one room.
Conclusions and Recommendations: The high magnitude of overcrowding in rural housing units indicates the poor living and sanitation conditions. As this predisposes to many adverse health conditions, appropriate interventions need to be done with out delay. [Ethiop.J.Health Dev. 2002;16(3):303-308]

Introduction
Housing conditions have major public health importance. Healthful housing is one that satisfies the basic physiological and psychosocial needs of human beings and do not expose to environmental hazards (1). The World Bank estimates that over 50% of the third world population live in conditions of extreme poverty and that nearly one quarter of the worlds population live in shelters that do not satisfy the basic needs of housing (2-4). The usual practice for measuring of crowding at household level is to determine the number of persons per room and space availability in terms of floor area per person. Their threshold values were derived on the basis of physiological needs of health standards for dwellings (5). WHO, literatures often suggest a 9-10m² floor area per person and a minimum ratio of 0.10 of window to floor area to provide adequate natural ventilations (6-8).

According to the National Population and Housing Census in 1984, 39.0% of urban and 52% of the rural population live in an overcrowded housing (9). In Ethiopia, basic housing needs such as safe water and sanitation have low coverages in the majority of housing units in rural population representing 14.8% and 5.91% coverages, respectively (10), presenting favorable environment for the transmission of various types of communicable diseases. In adequate in-house space has been identified as a risk factor for the propagation of respiratory infections due to bacterial causes and indoor air Pollution. A high risk of acute lower respiratory infection was associated with
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increasing number of persons per room and high level of indoor air pollution in a study made among under five children in Addis Ababa (11).

In Ethiopia about 86% of the population live in rural areas in a traditional hut called “Tukul”. Measurement of “Tukul” size, however, has never been made. The purpose of this study was to determine the average size of a traditional “Tukul” in order to generate a crude reference data for the assessment of health effects of crowding.

Methods
The study was conducted in the Butajira Rural Health Program (BRHP) study sites that are located in Meskan and Mareko district some 130 Kms from the capital city of Addis Ababa. The area consists of two altitudinal zones, lowland and highland (12). Data were collected during the 1999 Census of the BRHP in its all study sites consisting of nine villages and one urban site. The study area is mainly predominated by “Gurage” ethnic group, which is further divided into minor dialectics. The census for this study is referred to the measurement of all “Tukuls” size inhabited by a household in the nine rural areas. The data collectors and supervisors were staffs of BRHP, who had completed 10th grade. The supervisors checked completeness and consistency of the data on daily basis.

The main variables were axis, radius, wall height, and altitude. Radius and wall height were measured in centimeters in three digits before decimal using a tape measure. While the axis measurement, because of its inaccessibility to one of its end point by an enumerator with a tape meter, was first gauged by a long straight stick and then labeled with a tape measure. Axis locally known as “Misseso” is a wooden standing post that originates from the floor centre of the “Tukul” and extends to the centre of the thatched roof. Axis serves as a framework for the support of lateral extensions of the roof. Radius is just half of the diameter of the floor of the “Tukul”. These dimensions define the size of “Tukuls” in terms of area and air volume. The BRHP study site was divided into rural lowlands and highlands on the basis of geographic and social conditions. Rural Altitudinal zone is dichotomized into “Kola”, meaning lowland generally below 2000 meters, and “Dega”, meaning highland above 2000 meters of the seal level in reference to previous studies (13-14).

“Tukul” is a traditional thatched roof hut found in rural settings of Ethiopia. It is basically with a circular floor and wall, and conical shaped roof. Any type of available wood, eucluptus planks commonly, is used for the wall construction and roof support. The wall is reinforced with crop stocks, mainly maize and sorghum, and is usually plastered with mud mortar some times mixed with ash and fresh cow dung for the second coating. Lighter materials, like grass and bamboo combined with thin wood planks are preferred for roof construction. The floor is plain earth and simply puddled with mud. Grasses are used for thatching.

Crowding index: this index is used to define the relative availability of a space in terms of area, indoor air volume, and number of “rooms” in a given “Tukul” for a household. The UN approach for defining crowding index in terms of persons per room was referred (10) and modified for estimating the housing needs by persons per room, area, and volume of the “Tukul” for this study. This index in terms of number of persons per habitable room were categorized: 1 person/room as under crowded; \( \geq 2.0 \) persons/room as crowded; by floor area:<25\( \text{m}^2 \) as severely crowded, 25-49.5\( \text{m}^2 \) as adequately crowded, and \( \geq 50.0\text{m}^2 \) as under crowded. The corresponding indoor air volume was indexed as: <79\( \text{m}^3 \) severely crowded, 79.0 - 184\( \text{m}^3 \) as adequately crowded, >185\( \text{m}^3 \) as under crowded.
The “Tukul” floor space is assumed to be equivalent to one room if it is not partitioned for various household purposes. A 10m² floor area per person is assumed to be adequate for the satisfaction of a physiological needs of a resident using a space in a housing unit and that for an average house hold size of 5.0, the space requirement by floor area is 50m² per family.

Data entry for radius, axis, wall height and other census variables was made on a DBASE software. The data for analysis was exported into EPI INFO version 6 statistical package, that is also used for data cleaning. Frequency summary distributions, measures of central tendency and proportions were used to describe the data. Chi-square and t-test were applied for test of statistical significance.

**Results**

A total of 5113 housing units were measured, 55.62% in highlands and 44.38% in lowlands. The mean (±SD) values of axis, radius, and wall height are represented as 537.92cm (±84.880), 329.43cm (±64.806), and 236.38cm (±22.648), respectively. The mean values of axis, radius, and height of “Tukuls” in the highland are found to be significantly (p<0.001 for both types of altitude) larger than their respective counter dimensions in that of lowland (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Villages by altitude</th>
<th>Number of study &quot;Tukuls&quot;</th>
<th>Mean (SD) values, in cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5113</td>
<td>537.9(84.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villages in high land</td>
<td>2844</td>
<td>556.5(87.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villages in low land</td>
<td>2269</td>
<td>414(75.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test of significance for mean values of axis, radius, and height by altitude</td>
<td>t=18.08, P&lt;0.001</td>
<td>P&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Space availability**

Area and volume of the “Tukul” were calculated using standard equations: \(\pi r^2\) and \((\pi r^2h + \pi r^3 (a-h))/3\), respectively, where “r” is radius, “h” is wall height, “a” is axis and “(a-h)” is the altitude (length) used to calculate for the cone volume of the “Tukul”. The overall mean (±SD) values were found to be 35.43 (13.72)m² and 123.42 (60.26)m³ per “Tukul” for area and volume, respectively. Both area and volume are significantly different between highland and lowland “Tukuls” (t=10.47 for area, t=11.84 for volume, p<0.001) (Table 2).

The proportion of “Tukuls” that are with high rate of overcrowding based on the floor area in the highland is less than that of in the lowland (X² =47.02, p<0.001). Similar significant difference was found when comparing volume by altitude and that the rate of under occupancy in the highland is nearly twice that of in the lowland (p<0.001). The relative distribution of the space in terms of overcrowding categories is indicated in Table 3.

Nearly 95% of all “Tukuls” has just one room with out any partition. The proportion of partitioned houses is more likely to be found in the highland as compared to that of in the lowland. Of all study units, 82.9%, 89.9%, 95.3% did not have window, separate kitchen, and latrine, respectively. The mean (SD) family size per household was 4.95 (2.14).
Table 2: The distribution of “Tukuls” area and indoor air volume by altitude, Butajira, Ethiopia, 1999.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village altitude by Number of study units (&quot;Tukuls&quot;)</th>
<th>Mean values (SD)</th>
<th>Median values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area, m²</td>
<td>Indoor volume, m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5113</td>
<td>35.43(13.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villages in high land</td>
<td>2844</td>
<td>37.20(13.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villages in low land</td>
<td>2269</td>
<td>33.20(13.30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test of significance of mean values of area and volume by altitude: t=10.47, p<0.001 and t=11.84, p<0.001, respectively. The distribution by area and volume was approximately symmetrical.

Table 3: The distribution of housing space availability by altitude in Butajira, Ethiopia, 1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics (Variables)</th>
<th>Highland (n=2844)</th>
<th>Lowland (n=2269)</th>
<th>Total (n=5113)</th>
<th>X²</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By floor area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severeely crowded</td>
<td>571(20.1)</td>
<td>684(30.1)</td>
<td>1255(24.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequately crowded</td>
<td>1763(62.0)</td>
<td>1334(58.8)</td>
<td>3097(60.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under crowded</td>
<td>510(17.9)</td>
<td>251(11.1)</td>
<td>761(14.9)</td>
<td>94.28</td>
<td>P&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By volume</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severeely crowded</td>
<td>566(19.9)</td>
<td>714(31.5)</td>
<td>1280(25.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequately crowded</td>
<td>1781(62.6)</td>
<td>1342(59.1)</td>
<td>3123(61.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under crowded</td>
<td>497(17.5)</td>
<td>213(9.4)</td>
<td>710(13.9)</td>
<td>129.4</td>
<td>P&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion
The crowding status in this study is determined by the triplets of axis, radius and wall height of a “Tukul”. These dimensions are used to measure crowding in terms of floor area and “Tukul” indoor volume. If a cut off 10 m² per person is taken as a guideline weighted mean value for a good housing (5-8,15-17), then the proportion of “Tukuls” not satisfying this requirement is 85.12% for an average house hold size of five per “Tukul” among the study population. This proportion is more pronounced by considering overcrowding by number of rooms, representing that 95% of all “Tukuls” has just one room. The increased overcrowding trend is consistent with housing needs evaluations done in developing countries (3). Such housing conditions is believed to support the transmission of a variety of communicable diseases to their level of endemicity causing high childhood mortality (18,19). Lack of basic sanitary facilities and poverty, that are prevalent in the study area, in addition to the overwhelming overcrowding condition, contribute much for the sustenance of these conditions (12, 20-23).

The mean values of area and indoor volume were higher in highland than that of in the lowland. The availability of eucliptus trees required for the construction of “Tukuls” and the presence of “Enset”, a false banana used for the preparation of a staple food known as “Kocho” in the highland could be some of the possible explanations for the larger sizes of “Tukuls” in these areas. These geographically limited materials are mainly found in the highland areas and they can be assumed proxies of better income. The favorable hot climate for termites, a wood pest, breeding could be one possible factor that might discourage the construction of bigger “Tukuls” in the lowland. In general the axis of “Tukuls” in the highland are significantly raised over the wall height
making a relatively narrower angle of the roof from the inside as compared to the flattening trend of the roof with wider angle in the lowland. The higher the axis, the higher the "Tukul" volume tends to be, the larger will be the space pocket under the cone of the roof which implies better space reserve for air pollutants to accommodate. This helps to minimize relatively the amount of smoke and its residence time in the breathing zone of residents, consequently decreasing the risk of exposure to smoke during cooking activities. This assumes the participation of total indoor air volume in reference to the indoor ventilation system (24).

The fact that a significant proportion of population resides in an overcrowding housing units, and this magnitude being worse in the lowland, a housing factor can be considered as one element associated with the existing high morbidity and mortality by altitude among children of under five (11,18,25). Excess under five mortality in the lowland was documented when compared to that of in the high land (18).

In summary the poor housing condition in the study area is posing a health risk for the transmission of a wide variety of communicable diseases and pathologies related to indoor air pollution. The study has also indicated the feasibility of generating reliable and objective information for measuring crowding level in a rural household based on sample measurements of housing units instead of relying on measuring number of persons per room, which does not tell much about its size. Improving the housing condition of "Tukuls" through public education, by way of advocating for more space and creating windows during construction, is recommended. Introducing an appropriate healthful housing design in a pilot or demonstration sites along with public education can further facilitate the improvement of housing environment. Further studies are needed to determine differences in crowding among different socio-cultural and environmental conditions.
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